
 

Interrogation Pierre MACABIES re HOWE 
 
République Française 
Ministère de L‘Intérieur 
Direction Générale de la Sûreté Nationale 
 
PROCES-VERBAL 
 
Object:  Killing by poisoning 
Case:  HOFFMANN and three others 
Hearing of:  Pierre MACABIES, 31 years old, agricultural worker, VILLELONGUE de la  
  SALANQUE (Pyr Orientales). 
 

14 Oct 47. 
We François LAURENT, Inspector, 14th Brigade of Police Judiciaire, Montpellier, 
Re: sur SN/RU/AC-I/4E No. 20-875 dated 9th Oct 1947 from the Director of the Services of the 
Police Judiciaire in PARIS. 
 
Actively complying with the instructions of the Commissaire Divisionaire Chief of the Service 
Régional of the Police Judiciaire at MONTPELLIER. 
We proceed to VILLELONUE de la SALANQUE (P.O.) where we take the following deposition. 
 
M. MACABIES Pierre, age 31, agricultural worker, living at VILLELONGUE de la SALANQUE 
states the following: 
 
On the 8th of March 1945, if I remember rightly, during the course of the afternoon a French 
prisoner PRAT Abel, saw an Allied airman in my field at KLEINBREMBACH. Snow lay to a depth  
of 10 to 15  Cm. PRAT immediately notified his employer, M. Richard BRAUER1. Both of them took 
the English airman, who was in fact an RAF NCO named HOWE, to the house of my employer 
STIELRITZ2, a member of the medical department. 

He made the airman lie down on a divan in the kitchen and gave him a cup of tea. 

Shortly afterwards, in the evening, the local Nazi party chief and a policeman VOSGELOBERG3 
came to see HOWE and reprimanded STIELRITZ severely for sheltering him. They ordered him to 
make HOWE go out, and to leave him in the courtyard. I arrived at that moment and after a long 
argument succeeded in getting permission for HOWE to lie in the stable where I at once prepared 
a bed of straw for him. 

The Germans posted an armed sentry before the door with orders to let no one enter except 
myself. 

 

1  Documentary evidence has determined that his Christian name was Emil and not Richard 
2 Address directory Weimar 1949-50, Kleinbrembach: Kurt Stiebritz 
3 Probably garbled and supposed to mean: a policeman from Vogelsberg 



 

I took care of HOWE to the best of my ability but I felt that he had not too much confidence in me. 

S.I.4 HOWE had been at the farm for four or five days when a column of French prisoners 
coming from BRESLAU towards the west passed through the village. The medical section of the 
column was marching at the rear. 

Profiting by this chance I found a medical Captain, who in company with a  
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Sergeant, a chemist and two orderlies, came to visit this airman. 

The chemist spoke fluent English which enabled him to have a long conversation with HOWE. 
The Doctor and the chemist examined the airman very thoroughly (they stayed more than an hour 
in the stable). After their examination the two men told me that there was absolutely nothing wrong 
with HOWE but that he was pretending to be ill to get himself into hospital. They gave him a 
hospital certificate. 

The chemist persuaded HOWE to have complete confidence in me. 

S.I. After the departure of these officers I closed the door to the stable and stayed alone with 
HOWE, who understanding that no one could enter, got up and walked normally. I took advantage 
of this and arranged his bed. From this moment, persuaded that he was going into hospital, 
HOWE, who until then had voluntarily abstained, accepted all the food that I brought him. 

S.I. Before taking HOWE to the hospital my employer asked for authority from the Germans. 

S.I. Two or three days after the visit a German Doctor came to visit HOWE at the farm, 
accompanied by another German whose name and rank I do not know. I was absent. 

I know however, that the doctor gave HOWE an injection in the leg proving5 that it was to save 
him from suffering during the journey from the farm to the hospital. 

I arrived about one hour after the German‘s visit. I placed HOWE on a tractor6 but he was already 
pale, a little feverish, unconscious (he did not recognize me) to pain. It was necessary to decide 
during the journey when I had left him in good health.7 

S.I. On arrival at the civilian hospital a sister attended to us. She proved8 that the doctor was 
away and 9what was troubling him. She raised one of HOWE‘s eyelids and proved10 that he was 
dead. 

 

4 S.I. = “supplementary information“? 
5 Dubious translation. “saying“ would make more sense. 
6 German source says: horse cart 
7 This sentence does not make any sense. Perhaps “Necessarily, something decisive must have happened during the 

journey since I left him…“ ? 
8 As above: said. 
9 Insert: asked. 
10 As above: said. 



 

S.I. Allied aircraft had flown over the village on the seventh from 2200 hours to 2400 hours. By 
reason of staying in the snow HOWE had become slightly chilled but he had completely recovered 
two or three days later. He had no broken limbs. 

S.I. I do not know HOFFMANN. 

S.I. The German doctor came from (WEIMAR?) but not having seen him I cannot describe him. 

S.I. I am completely ignorant of the name of the French officers and soldiers who came to visit 
HOWE. I do not know the actual address of PRAT Abel. 

S.I. I declare on my honour that HOWE was certainly poisoned by the Germans. 

 

Read, done and signed  

 

       Inspector of Police Judiciare 

MACABIES Pierre.    F. LAURENT 

 

Note:  The footnotes are by Traugott Vitz which are included to clarify the actual translation of the 
original source. 


